2011 ICHPER-SD FORUM

10:00 a.m. – 12:00 (Morning Session) & 1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Afternoon Session)
Meeting Room: Hilton Bayfront, Aqua 304
Tuesday, March 29, 2011
San Diego, California, USA
(To be held in conjunction with the 126th National Convention and Exposition
of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance: AAHPERD)

Theme: Oceans of Opportunity

AGENDA & PROGRAMS
The Morning Session, Tuesday, March 29, 2011

10:00 – 10:30 Welcome, Recognition of Participants & the State of the Council (ICHPER-SD) Dr. Dong Ja Yang
President, ICHPER-SD
President, Virginia University of Oriental Medicine

10:35 – 10:50 The State of the ICHPER-SD Journal of Research Dr. Steven Wright
Editor, ICHPER-SD Journal of Research & Special Executive Assistant to the Office of President & Professor, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire

10:55 – 11:10 The State of the ICHPER-SD North America Dr. Timothy Henrich
Vice President for ICHPER-SD North America & Professor, The University of Incarnate Word

11:15 – 11:30 The State of the ICHPER-SD Caribbean Mr. Mark Mungal
Regional Secretary for ICHPER-SD Caribbean & President, Trinidad & Tobago National Alliance for Sport and Physical Education

Special Order of the Day…… “Honoring the members of the AAHPERD Executive Committee” (15 minutes)

11:45 – 12:00 Special Report on the ICHPER-SD Middle East Development Dr. Adel Elnashar
ICHPER-SD Secretary General & Professor, Minia University, Cairo, Egypt

12:00 – 1:25 LUNCHE
The Afternoon Session, Tuesday, March 29, 2011

1:30 – 2:05  53rd ICHPER-SD Anniversary World Congress & Exposition
             Dr. Mosaad S. Ewies
             ICHPER-SD Vice President for Middle East &
             Professor, Helwan University, Cairo, Egypt

Dr. Farouk Abdel-Wahab
President, Egyptian Sport Science Association
Professor, University of Minia, Cairo, Egypt

2:10 – 3:55  Programs of ICHPER-SD Dance Division
             Dr. Janice LaPointe-Crump
             Commissioner, ICHPER-SD Dance Division &
             Professor, Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas

Introduction and Report from World Congress 2010, Doha, Qatar
(8 minutes)  Dr. Janice LaPointe-Crump
ICHPER-SD Dance Commissioner

Aristotle’s Poetics: The Aesthetics of Art and Dance in the Age
of YouTube (10 minutes)  Dr. Janice LaPointe-Crump

Dance Imagery Research: Envisioning the Future (15 minutes)
Dr. Lynette Overby

Circle of Peace: Cultural Connections Global Dance Project
(20 minutes)  Dr. Beverly Allen

Cultural World Dance, Exploring Geography and Cultural Diversity
Through Dance (20 minutes)  Ms. Cathy Lee Dark

Cultural Currents – The tides that Bond World Cultures through Dance
(25 minutes)  Dr. Victoria Morley
Ms. Carol Ciotto

4:05 – 4:30  Open Discussion for the ICHPER-SD’s sustainable development &
Presentation of Certificate of Appreciation

ADJOURNMENT

Thank you!